The 
These, when integrated over a region R of n-particle phase space, clearly project onto states whose particle contents lie in R. However, LSZ scattering theory does not apply to QED, and we must proceed differently.
To illustrate our approach, we now briefly and sloppily construct the PSPO's for a scalar field theory with a single massive spinless particle. Let B = GElR31 I;1 cl). Henceforward we tacitly require that all R lie in B. Furthermore, until we return to the subject of massless particles, the term "particle" will mean "massive particle."
We'may now proceed rapidly. We define a no-particle (in L?) state to be a state which is annihilated by P yt (Q> , and the projection operator onto such states we denote by Eo(fi).
A single-particle (in a)
state is a normalizable eigenstate of JFw with nonzero eigenvalue, and the projection operator onto such states is E(n).
We now decompose the space of single-particle (in 0,) states into orthogonal subspaces each containing a different type of particle (in n).
We begin by diagonalizing J -P Out (i-2) 2 , yielding subspaces corresponding to particles (in a) of different mass.
On these subspaces, we diagonalize [The subject of spin merits a paper in itself, and we do not define lout here. We nevertheless assume that some natural definition can be given, that 3 Out (i-l) commutes with P ;Ut($2) and Qout(n), and that
The reader dissatisfied with this is free to refrain from making the S3 Out(,) diagonalization. To form a beam, we must average over vectors a transverse to the beam direction. For definiteness, we take d and x to lie along the z-direction, so we want a= (0,a l,a2,0>. Averaging over an area A in the x-y plane yields (using "A" for both a region in R2 and its measure)
The incident "flux" is clearly one particle per area A, so dividing -1 by the flux simply eliminates the factor A . We may now allow A to be all of lR2. Finally, we are interested in the limit as the initial particles become momentum eigenstates, which we achieve by shrinking the region A down to a point (always keeping (%,T) E A). Calling this limit lim , we obtain A-SO
That Eq. (4) yields the usual results is easily demonstrated.
Assuming (as we must) that the phase space regions R and A are disjoint yields that <a out I kR in> = i(2T) 4 G(Pu-k-R) Tu kR , where P$ is the total momentum of the phase space point c1 and Ta kR , is the usual T-matrix element.3 <Aal@'] Aa> then equals
The d2a integration replaces e -ia*(k-k') with (28)2S(k1-k'1)S(k2-k'2) which, combined with (21~)~6(k+R-k'-R'), is just Remarkably enough, the above procedure not only avoids some infrared difficulties, but in fact seems to avoid them altogether. To see this,
we first describe the procedure in more detail, step by step. 3. We take our experimental question to be whether or not the collision products of the two electrons lie in a "phase space" region R.
Choose R. Make sure that no point in R contains an electron in either Al or A 2 or a positron in either a 1 or a,. Define the phase space region R. to consist of all particle configurations obtained by adding a positron pair in a to a particle configuration in R. Set 6'= Pout(Ro). 
As where W(k,R) is defined graphically in Figure 5 . Now, the graphs in This completes our heuristic argument that u defined above is finite, independent of h, >, and ai, and equal to the traditional result. 
